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WOOL

TRAVEL & LEISURE

DINING IN TOKYO

South African Market
The average Non-RWS price in Jun'23 decreased by 2.54%

compared to May'23 while the price is 0.89% higher compared
to a year ago. Two auctions took place in Jun'23 with the price
ending on R165.58/kg at the last auction. The average RWS

price traded lower on R178.98/kg. Lower demand on the
Australian auctions were reported which resulted in lower

international prices. Lower demand in general, which is now
mostly driven by lower global economic growth, can put

pressure on prices over the coming month.

Monthly Market Report

Disclaimer:  Any forward-looking statements reflect AMT's current views with respect to future events and are not a guarantee of future performance or developments. You
are strongly cautioned that reliance on any forward-looking statements involves known and unknown risks and uncertainties.

Australian Market Overview (AWI)
"Demand for wool is being hit by

globally weaker consumer spending.
This is most felt in the Chinese

domestic market as that country buys
approximately 80% of Australia's wool
and is thought to consume at least half
of that import domestically. Of course,

the other half relies on exports to
nations that are struggling with retail

sales presently until the Northern
hemisphere winter sales provide

volume sales. China's economy is
deeply integrated with the world

economy. The past decade has seen
mainly the exports from China lead
global growth, so a natural reliance
from most industry stems from that

nation. Wool is no exception. 
 - wool.com"

Ave Price

R166.51
/kg



MOHAIR

TRAVEL & LEISURE

DINING IN TOKYO

South African Market.
 

The average price in Apr'23 decreased by 2.63%
compared to Aug'22 while the price is 68.20% higher

compared to a year ago. An auction took place in
Apr'23 with the kids prices increasing to R611.05/kg. 

 
We may also see higher prices when auctions

continue, which is based on higher international
demand at the moment.

Monthly Market Report

Disclaimer:  Any forward-looking statements reflect AMT's current views with respect to future events and are not a guarantee of future performance or developments. You
are strongly cautioned that reliance on any forward-looking statements involves known and unknown risks and uncertainties.

Ave Price

R379.46
/kg




